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Abstract
Long-range effects, such as allostery, have evolved in proteins as a means of regulating function
via communication between distal sites. An NMR-based perturbation mapping approach was used
to more completely probe the dynamic response of the core mutation V54A in the protein eglin c
by monitoring changes in ps-ns aromatic side-chain dynamics and H/D exchange stabilities.
Previous side-chain dynamics studies on this mutant were limited to methyl-bearing residues, most
of which were found to rigidify on the ps-ns timescale in the form of a contiguous ‘network’.
Here, high precision 13C relaxation data from 13 aromatic side chains were acquired by applying
canonical relaxation experiments to a newly-developed carbon labeling scheme [Teilum K. et al.
(2006) J. Am. Chem. Soc. 128, 2506–2507]. The fitting of model-free parameters yielded S2
variability which is intermediate with respect to backbone and methyl-bearing side chain
variability and τe values that are approximately one nanosecond. Inclusion of the aromatic
dynamic response results in an expanded network of dynamically coupled residues, with some
aromatics showing increases in flexibility, which partially offsets the rigidification in methyl side
chains. Using amide hydrogen exchange, dynamic propagation on a slower timescale was probed
in response to the V54A perturbation. Surprisingly, regional stabilization (slowed exchange) 10–
12 angstroms from the site of mutation was observed despite a global destabilization of 1.5
kcal·mol−1. Furthermore, this unlikely pocket of stabilized residues co-localizes with increases in
aromatic flexibility on the faster timescale. Because the converse is also true (destabilized residues
co-localize with rigidification on the fast timescale), a plausible entropy-driven mechanism is
discussed for relating co-localization of opposing dynamic trends on vastly different timescales.
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Motional flexibility, or dynamics, is essential for protein stability and function (2–6).
Recently, native-state protein dynamics have been thought to be crucial for mediating
allosteric signaling, or stated more generally, long-range communication (7–14). One of the
major challenges is the experimental characterization of dynamic processes relevant to intra-
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molecular signal transduction. Towards this goal, NMR spectroscopy is uniquely suited to
non-invasively characterize both structure and dynamics in a site-specific manner. Mapping
flexibility by NMR is therefore an important application for understanding signaling in
proteins. It is desirable to characterize dynamic networks with high resolution, both in terms
of spatial coverage through the use of a large number of probes and temporal coverage in
terms of sensitivity to different timescales. Here, a previously determined dynamic network
in eglin c is expanded through use of 13C relaxation in aromatic side chains and amide
hydrogen exchange.
In previous work, the globular protein eglin c was used as a model for characterizing
dynamic and structural responses to mutation (10,15). Pathways of dynamic changes (in
response to mutation) were evident even in this simple protein, with the majority of
responses observed in ps-ns side-chain fluctuations, as monitored by relaxation effects.
Although the approach used was general in principle, only methyl-bearing side chains were
probed using 2H spin relaxation. This methodology applied to the V54A mutant of eglin c
yielded an apparent dynamic network of excited responders on the ps-ns timescale. The
result was the bulk rigidification of select contiguous methyl-bearing residues radiating out
from the site of mutation to the periphery of the protein’s structured regions. Although such
a generalized rigidification might be reflected in the globally measured heat capacity (15),
this was found not to be the case (16). One possibility to describe this scenario is the limited
spatial distribution of methyl-bearing residues. Eglin c contains a substantial number of
aromatic residues (39% of the thirty-six hydrophobic side-chain reporters), many of which
are contained in an “aromatic corner” (Figure 1), a region that was underrepresented on the
ps-ns timescale. In an effort to more thoroughly sample the effects of mutation on dynamics
and energy transmission in proteins, we have sought more probes to report on these changes.
Recently, a convenient method for appropriate 13C labeling into aromatic groups for
relaxation studies was introduced (1). Here, in an effort to more comprehensively
characterize the dynamics in the eglin c dynamic network, we show that this labeling
scheme is effective for characterizing ps-ns dynamics of nearly all aromatic side chains,
yielding data that are well fit by model-free dynamics parameters.
Aromatic residues are important probes because of their locations in hydrophobic cores and
binding interfaces (17–20). Until recently, accessing ps-ns information in regard to these
aromatic residues has been complicated by neighboring 13C ring nuclei. To circumvent these
effects, natural abundance studies (21), and unique isotopic-labeling schemes (22) have been
applied to this problem in regard to relaxation. Here, we utilize a new labeling scheme
developed by Teilum et al. (1) to acquire data from aromatic probes on the ps-ns timescale.
The labeling scheme eliminates the occurrence of adjacent 13C neighbors, allowing the 13C
-1H dipole-dipole interaction to dominate the relaxation mechanism (23). The 13C relaxation
data are well-fit to Lipari-Szabo model-free spectral densities (24,25) indicating dominant
motions on the timescale of approximately one nanosecond. Although, the application of
techniques utilized in this paper is well-suited for characterizing ps-ns dynamics of aromatic
groups in proteins in general, it should be particularly useful in aromatic-rich binding
interfaces.
Relaxation experiments and native hydrogen exchange have proven to be useful for mapping
perturbation responses and identifying participating elements of putative networks
(10,13,26–30), as they both can serve as local measures of conformational flexibility. To
supplement the ps-ns timescale provided by spin relaxation studies, and more thoroughly
examine the changes in flexibility upon mutation from a temporal aspect, we used hydrogen
exchange (HX) to characterize a much slower timescale. The labile nature of the amide
proton-nitrogen bond results in an exchange phenomena that can yield information on
motions that occur on the millisecond-to-hour timescale (31). When an amide participates in
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a hydrogen bond, the rate of exchange is dependent upon the rate of “opening” fluctuations.
EX2 exchange behavior occurs when the rate of closing (or refolding) is much faster then
the rate of intrinsic exchange, enabling the calculation of the equilibrium between an
opening event and an exchange event. The determination of equilibrium constants between
the native state and all other states can provide local free energies (32,33). Although these
measurements are thermodynamic and not kinetic in nature, HX-determined local free
energies are sensitive metrics of the dynamic fluctuations that enable exchange.
Through monitoring aromatic ps-ns motions and hydrogen exchange to report on ms-hr
motions, we have more thoroughly characterized the dynamic response of the V54A
mutation both spatially and temporally. Combined with previously published results on the
methyl-bearing side chains, information of the ps-ns time regime is more heterogeneous,
both spatially and in the nature of response. The collective ps-ns motions are now seen to
become more flexible as well as more rigid. Upon measuring the changes in local free
energies upon mutation characterized by hydrogen exchange, surprisingly, a region of eglin
c distal to the site of the globally-destabilizing mutation (V54A) shows an increase in local
stabilities(slowed exchange), whereas the local measurements of the core are more
consistent with the global measurements. The results provide a more complete picture of
mutational perturbation and its consequences on multiple timescales. Interestingly, the
superimposition of the changes on two measurements shows a co-localization of
destabilization and rigidification as well as stabilization and an increase in flexibility, a
phenomenon in need of further investigation.
Experimental Procedures
Expression and Purification
WT* eglin c (* indicating F10W mutation) and variant containing further mutation V54A
were expressed in Escherichia coli BL21 DE3 cells in media containing 99% 1-13C glucose
as the sole carbon source as described by Teilum et al (1). Aromatic assignments
experiments required samples grown in [U-13C]-D-glucose (99%) and 15NH4Cl (99%).
Samples used for hydrogen exchange were grown in M9 media containing 15NH4Cl (99%).
Purification was completed as previously described (10,15). All NMR samples contained 2.0
mM eglin c in our standard buffer [20 mM KPO4, 50 mM KCl, 0.02% NaN3 and 10% D2O,
pH 7.0]
NMR Spectroscopy
NMR data were collected on 500 and 600 MHz Varian INOVA spectrometers equipped with
triple-resonance probes at 37°C (temperature calibrated with ethylene glycol) with the
exception of the HX studies at 25°C (calibrated with methanol). Spectra were processed
using NMRPipe (34) and analyzed with the aid of NMRView (35). Aromatic assignments of
WT and V54A eglin c samples were made on uniformly labeled samples containing 15N
and 13C via (HB)CB(CGCD)HD and (HB)CB(CGCDCE)HE experiments (36).
13C Relaxation
13C relaxation data were collected on samples isotopically labeled using the method of
Teilum et al (1) at both spectrometer fields using standard T1, T2, and NOE relaxation
experiments of Farrow et al. (37) modified for 13C using an INEPT delay consistent with a
one-bond 1H-13C J-coupling of 154 Hz. 13C T1 data were collected with relaxation delays of
35, 95, 175, 270, 375, 490, 620, 755, and 905 ms at 500 MHz and with delays of 30, 85,
150,230, 320, 420, 525, 645, and 770 at 600 MHz. 13C CPMG based T2 data were collected
with relaxation delays of 4.5, 9, 13.5, 22.5, 36.1, 54.2, 72.2, 94.8, and 126.4 ms at both
fields, with spacing between 180° pulses of 534 µs. Uncertainties for all peak intensities
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were assessed using duplicate points (underlined delays above). Peak intensities were
extracted using NMRView and fitted to single-exponential decays using a Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm. {1H}-13C NOE data at both fields were collected with a 1H saturation
period of 3.0 seconds and uncertainties assessed from root mean squared base-plane noise.
The six 13C relaxation datasets were fitted to the model-free formalism utilizing relxn2.2
and the front end interface rvi (10), with a CH bond length of 1.101 Å (38) and a CSA value
of 170 ppm (21,22). The model fits showed a heightened sensitivity to precise NOE values
due to the shallow parameter space. The fits were performed with isotropic tumbling times
of τm = 4.62 ns for WT (10) and 4.64 ns for V54A (15), in accordance with the rotational
correlation times determined for the backbone 15N data of the respective proteins. To
include the sole tryptophan residue, previously acquired 15N relaxation data (15) for the
indole of W10 was analyzed and fit to the model-free formalism using a CSA value of −89
ppm (39).
Model Selection
Model selection using the standard five model-free models (S2; S2 and τe; S2 and Rex; S2, τe
and Rex; S2s,S2f, and τs) was performed using the model-selection subroutine of rvi (10).
Briefly, the subroutine fits each of the model-free models to each residue, calculating the
Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC) (40) of each model. The model with the lowest AIC
value was selected. Model selection is described in more depth in the Results section.
Hydrogen Exchange
Uniformly 15N-labeled proteins were passed through spin columns containing Sephadex
G25 equilibrated with 90% D2O, 20 mM KPO4, 55 mM KCl, 0.02% NaN3, and pDcorrected
7.0. Samples were quickly placed in an NMR tube and transferred into the spectrometer. HX
data were recorded at 25°C for consistency with global stability measurements. Initially, a
series of 1H-15N SO-FAST HMQC (41) spectra was acquired with a single plane acquisition
requiring approximately 20 sec, followed by 1H-15N HSQC pseudo 3D spectra acquired
with a single plane acquisition requiring approximately 6.5 minutes. Time points were
collected for 48 hrs. Peak intensity error was calculated from rms base-plane noise for each
plane. Peak intensities were extracted from each plane and fit to a simple 3-parameter mono-
exponential. Given EX2 behavior, the exchange rates (kex) and Molday factors (32,33) were
used to calculate the local free energies and propagated errors.
Stopped-Flow Fluorescence Kinetic Studies
To ensure EX2 behavior, folding rates of WT and V54A were approximated by triangulating
ΔGU, the midpoint of the equilibrium folding transition, with the folding and unfolding rates
at two concentration of GdnHCl at 25 °C (see below). These rates were monitored on a
SPEX Fluorolog-3 Research T-format Spectrofluorometer with stopped-flow housing,
F-3009 MicroFlow. 10 µM protein solutions at native and denaturing conditions were mixed
1:1 to a final sample volume of ~32 µL. Fluorescence of the tryptophan probe was excited at
295 nm and emission counts monitored at 350 nm with a path length of 2 mm and
instrument dead time of 5 ms. The DATAMAX software package was used to export
intensity vs. time data. Rates were fit using Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software) and simple 3-
parameter exponential rise and decay functions. To assess EX2 exchange, approximate
folding and unfolding rates were estimated from a reduced set of kinetic measurements
using the procedure described below. Refolding studies were done at final GdnHCl
concentrations of 2.25 M and 1.6 M for WT and V54A, respectively; the folding rates at
these concentrations were determined to be 2.8 s−1 (WT) and 1.6 s−1 (V54A). Similarly,
unfolding studies were performed at final GdnHCl concentrations of 4.5 M for WT and 4 M
for V54A, giving rates of 0.4 s−1 and 0.8 s−1, respectively. If one considers a chevron plot,
the two y-intercepts are the projected rates of folding and unfolding in the absence of
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denaturant, and the intersection of the projected lines is the midpoint of the folding
transition. Because of eglin c’s apparent two-state folding mechanism (42,43), it can be
reasonably assumed that the kinetic midpoint of folding and the kinetic ΔGH2O are similar to
those determined through equilibrium studies. We can define the line that travels through the
midpoint (x3,y3) and the measured point in folding conditions(x1,y1) with the function:
(eq. 1)
Similarly, we can define the line that travels through the midpoint (x3, y3) and the measured
point in unfolding conditions (x2,y2) with the function:
(eq. 2)
Evaluating at the midpoint (x3,y3), the functions become:
(eq. 3a and eq. 3b)
Equating the right-hand side of each equation, and rearrangement, gives
(eq. 4)
leaving an expression where all values are known, save y3. After solving for y3, the rates (ku
and kf) can be back calculated.
Contingency table and Fisher exact test
The Fisher exact test uses a hypergeometric function to determine the p-values of rare tables,
defined as those having individual p-values less than the cutoff p-value of the given
contingency table(44,45). The sum of the rare p-values provides the p-value which serves as
the basis to accept or reject the null hypothesis. Using SAS version 9.1.3(SAS Institute,
Cary, NC) the p-value of the contingency table shown in Table 2 was determined to be p
=0.0246.
Results
To probe the motions of aromatic side chains, 13C relaxation experiments were carried out
on eglin c expressed with the labeling scheme of Teilum et al (1). This scheme
introduces 13C into the δ carbons of phenylalanine and tyrosine aromatic rings, the δ2 and ε1
carbons of histidine rings, and the δ1 and ε3 carbons of the tryptophan rings (1). The
picosecond to nanosecond motions of the aromatic side chains were characterized using 13C
relaxation measurements at two fields (a total of six measurements), followed by fitting to
model-free parameters (24,25). Specific models (standard model-free spectral density
functions 1–5) were selected via AIC statistical protocols (40). This method enabled the
addition of thirteen reporters to a previous study of the effect of the V54A mutation on ps-ns
dynamics (15).
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Precise relaxation measurements are important for robust fitting of model-free parameters.
For WT eglin c, the average 13C T1 values were 0.31 and 0.37 seconds at 500 and 600 1H-
MHz, respectively, with typical standard error in individual T1 values of 1.2% and 1.1%.
The average 13C T2 values were 0.049 and 0.046 seconds at 500 and 600 1H-MHz with an
average error of 1.5% and 1.6%. The average {1H}-13C NOE enhancement values were 1.2
at both fields (the positive sign of carbon’s gyromagnetic ratio yields an enhancement
greater than one) with equivalent average errors of 1.4%. Although, the high precision of
these data result in slightly elevated χ2 values when fitting the model-free parameters,
overall the 13C aromatic relaxation data were robustly fit using the model-free formalism. It
should be noted that for model-free fitting, high-precision (< 3% error) in the 13C NOE is
important for robust determination of parameters, particularly when the effective correlation
time (τe, τs), is longer than ~500 ps. This was confirmed with simulated data and subsequent
fitting to model-free models 2 and 5 (data not shown). This was found to be more of a
problem for 13C data than for 15N data, and is therefore due to the different Larmor
frequencies contributing to relaxation. This sensitivity requirement is alleviated by the
inherently greater sensitivity of 13C over 15N.
An Entire Ring Order Parameter
Unlike previous 13C labeling schemes found in the literature (22,46), carbons at both delta
positions of phenylalanine and tyrosine residues are labeled. These positions are in exchange
and lead to a single peaks in the 1H-13C HSQC spectrum arising from both Cδ-Hδ spin pairs.
Thus, the T1, T2, and NOE measurements of the phenylalanine and tyrosine residues
acquired here are assumed to report on the average effect experienced at each site. It is,
however, possible that shift degeneracy (in both 1H and 13C) exists for the δ1 and δ2
positions, for which slow flipping would not be identified by simple inspection. This
scenario would result either in 1) bi-exponential relaxation or 2) similar relaxation behavior
that, upon analysis, would afford effective averaging of the two sites. For these reasons, due
to ring geometry, the order parameters reported here for these residues can be considered a
generalized order parameter for the entire aromatic ring. It should also be mentioned that
ring flips on a timescale commensurate with overall tumbling (or faster) would serve to
reduce the order parameter and would be indistinguishable from other non-flip ring motions.
For packed aromatic rings, we view this as unlikely, though this possibility should not be
ignored. Our interpretation is supported by mining of an existing 80 ns molecular dynamics
simulation of eglin c (47), which showed that the order parameter of Cδ1-Hδ1 bond vectors
correlate with the order parameter of corresponding Cδ2-Hδ2 vectors with a R2 value of
0.9942. Also, order parameters of Cδ1-Hδ1 bond vectors correlate with corresponding Cε2-
Hε2 vectors (and vice-versa Cδ2-Hδ2 vs. Cε1-Hε1) with a R2 value of 0.9936. No ring
flipping occurred throughout the course of the entire simulation, with the exception of Y35
and Y49. These two residues are highly solvent exposed and their low order parameters
(Figure 2) may indicate significant contribution from symmetric ring flipping.
Aromatic Model-Free Parameters
The fitted aromatic model-free parameters for WT and V54A are shown in Figure 2. The
order parameters are either S2 (model 2) or S2combined (model 5), where S2combined is equal
to the product of S2s and S2f. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the measured order parameters (Figure
2A) show a greater range (0.35–0.89) than those displayed by the backbone and a smaller
range than those displayed by methyl groups (15). Interestingly, the τe/s‘s (Figure 2B)
reported by the fitting of the tyrosine and phenylalanine residues are on the order of 500–
1500 ps, independent of the model selected. These τe/s values are an order of magnitude
greater than those reported by 15N backbone studies (~50 ps)(15), again supporting the
notion that the measured aromatic relaxation parameters report on the ps-ns motions of the
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entire, relatively rigid ring rather than a single bond vector. One general concern is the
possible violation of the decoupling approximation of the Lipari-Szabo model-free
formalism, in which the slower motion of tumbling is assumed to be independent of the
internal motions of the bond vectors. Ideally, the τe/s values would be 10-fold less than the
global tumbling time, τm (τe/τm < 10). Larger τe/τm values can introduce a bias on the
determined values for S2. However, most of the aromatic groups in eglin c are significantly
buried and thus may not experience the biasing “cage” effects(48). In addition, simulations
with noise show that 13C relaxation data generated using standard model-free spectral
densities can be correctly fitted by Lipari-Szabo parameters using τe/τm values observed
here. Furthermore, if present, any biasing is likely to be similar between variants, which will
not affect the analysis of perturbation upon mutation.
The model-free models selected for each residue are shown in Table 1. For WT, model 2 (S2
and τe) was selected for residues Y24, Y29 and Y56. However, the majority of the
remaining tyrosines and phenylalanines fit best to model 5 parameters, S2s, S2f and τs. In the
V54A variant, the same models were maintained with the exception of Y24, which fit more
robustly to model 5 in the mutant. Histidine residues H28 and H68 were fitted using model 4
parameters S2, τe, and Rex in both mutant and wild-type. H65 was fit to models 2 and 4 in
the mutant and wild-type, respectively. For both WT and mutant, no models lacking a τe (or
τs) term were selected. As a further internal control, phenylalanine and tyrosine residues that
were selected as model 2 in both variant and WT were used to verify the chemical shift
anisotropy used in this analysis by fitting this parameter along with model-free parameters,
S2 and τe. The fitted value for the combined four residues (WT: Y24, Y29, Y56 and V54A:
Y56) was 169.6 ±8.3 ppm compared to the 170.0 ppm used in this study, showing
consistency with previously measured values (21,22) and the τm values used here. From
these results we conclude that the majority of aromatic groups undergo significant motions
on the intermediate timescale of approximately one nanosecond.
For most residues the model-free formalism fit the 13C relaxation data well; however, some
residues proved problematic. Residue F3 could not be reliably fit in either WT or V54A,
most likely due to complex motions of the unstructured N-terminus. Regarding residue Y29
of the mutant, model 2 was selected but the Monte Carlo simulations used to determine error
for this residue did not converge and led to nonsensical error values. This residue may be
experiencing motions unable to be fit by the model-free formalism. Also, data from bond
vectors involving the histidines’ Cε1 and tryptophan Cε3, and Cδ1 displayed erratic behavior
in both the T1 and T2 experiments. The one-bond coupling constant for these residues differs
from those of the phenylalanine and tyrosine residues (for which the experiments were
optimized) and thus are not included in this analysis. Figure 3 shows χ2red values for the
selected model-free models fitted to the two-field relaxation data. Initially, Y35 in WT, and
W10 and Y49 in V54A showed large χ2 values, providing lower confidence in the fitted
parameter values for these residues. When examined further, the error for the parameters and
subsequent six relaxation measurements were unusually small. The error for these
measurements was increased to 1.5% of the measured value resulting in minimal changes in
the fit parameters and an increase in error, consequently lowering the fit chi-square values.
Finally, the histidine Cδ2-Hδ2 S2 and τe values are questionable due to uncertainty in the
appropriateness of the CSA term applied (170 ppm).
Comparison of the Aromatic Reporters of V54A and WT
While the V54A mutation results in rigidification of all responding methyl side chains (15),
the aromatic response is more heterogeneous. Comparison of the WT and mutant V54A
indicate that there are significant changes amongst the aromatic reporters (blue in Figure 4).
In applying the criteria for significant changes in dynamics defined in previously (10,15) as
twice the standard error, residues Y24, F25, Y32, Y35, Y49, F55, and Y56 show significant
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changes in S2, though the changes in 25, 32, and 56 are small (as seen in Figure 4) a
significant τe change was seen in 56 (Figure 2b). Also, residue W10 (15Nε1) showed
significant change; however, fits of the mutant result in large χ2 and hence lowered
confidence in the significance of the change seen in this residue. Histidine residues 28, 65,
and 68 also showed significant changes, with H28 showing a gain in flexibility, whereas
H65 and H68 show increases in S2 and significant changes in τe/s.
Hydrogen Exchange
Hydrogen exchange (HX) was measured to provide additional information on flexibility in
eglin c. By the method described in the experimental procedures section, the approximated
refolding rate is 400 s−1 for WT and is 100 s−1 for V54A. Because the greatest intrinsic rate
of exchange (kintr,V62 =14.4 s−1) is nearly an order of magnitude less than our estimated
folding rates and a linear dependence of exchange rate on pH was observed (data not
shown), we conclude these proteins exhibit EX2 behavior under experimental conditions (25
°C and pH 7). The exchange of amide protons with deuterium was monitored for both WT
and V54A from approximately two minutes after exchange into D2O for 48hrs or 24hrs,
respectively. In conjunction with Molday factors, the fitted exchange rates were used to
determine local free-energies (32,33)(Figure 5A,B). Duplicate experiments have shown
these local free-energies to be reproducible within error (determined as described in
Experimental Procedures). The discrepancy apparent in Figure 5 between globally measured
stabilities (horizontal line) monitored via fluorescence and the local stabilities measured via
HX (bars) is possibly due to super-protection(49) generated by the presence of an
intermediate or residual structure in the unfolded state. Although there appears to be some
evidence for residual structure in the denatured state(50), and eglin c shows two-state
behavior in global stability measurements, further experiments will be required to provide
strong evidence for either one of these possibilities.
The site-specific free energies were then compared between variant (V54A) and reference
state (WT). V54A is destabilizing by 1.5 kcal·mol−1 according to global measurements (10).
Residues 16, 21, 35, 54, 56, and 63 show ΔΔGHX changes that agree well with the ΔΔGU
determined by fluorescence-monitored GdnHCl melts (Figure 5C), identifying these
residues as reporting on global unfolding (51). These same amides are packed into the
protein core, consistent with a global-unfolding exchange mechanism. By contrast, the local
stabilities of residues 17, 20, 23, 26, 27, 29 and 32 actually increase in the variant, with
those of 26, 27, and 29 being particularly significant. These residues are exchanging through
a local mechanism as substantiated by ΔGHX values less than 6 kcal·mol−1 and by guanidine
independence of exchange (data not shown). The majority of residues
(16,21,35,37,51,52,53,54,55,56,62 and 63) are significantly destabilized, some of which are
listed above as exchanging through global unfolding. The resolution enabled by NMR
provides site specific reporters of conformational flexibility regardless of whether the
exchange effects are local or global. These destabilized residues thus reveal increases in
conformational flexibilities from local to global levels.
Discussion
In this paper, the effects of the V54A mutation on the dynamics of eglin c has been
expanded to include (i) ps-ns motions of aromatic side chains, as determined from 13C spin
relaxation, and (ii) slower timescale motions probed by NMR-detected amide H/D
exchange. The manner in which protein behavior changes in response to various
perturbations (e.g., pH, ligand binding, mutation) is a central problem for understanding
mechanisms of signal transmission. Perhaps the most fundamental type of transmission is
the propagation of forces through a single protein domain (3,10,12–14,29,52–55). The
V54A mutant may be considered to induce signal transmission, as this modest mutation
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affects the ps-ns timescale motional fluctuations of side chains throughout the protein, as
determined from methyl dynamics (10) (15). To obtain a more complete picture of the
dynamic response, other side-chain types and slower timescales need to be considered,
especially since many signal transmission effects occur on slower timescales, such as with
allosteric conformational changes (5,11,56–58). Here, we show that model-free order
parameters are readily obtained for aromatic groups using 13C relaxation, and that flexibility
changes from hydrogen exchange measurements provide a view of the slower changes in
dynamics in eglin c. Taking all data together, there is a striking spatial co-localization of
compensating changes in fast and slow dynamics, suggesting a possible link between fast
fluctuations and rare opening events.
Aromatic ps-ns dynamics from 13C relaxation
Here we find that application of canonical relaxation experiments (37) in concert with a
new 13C labeling scheme (1) yields high-quality information on the ps-ns dynamics of 13
aromatic groups in eglin c. These data were evaluated by model selection (59), followed by
model-specific fits to obtain model-free dynamics parameters. The final fits produced order
parameters with average error less than 1.5%, highlighting the precision of these data; the
corresponding χ2 values are quite reasonable given the high precision and number of the
relaxation experiments (six) analyzed. Aromatic S2 and τe values show high variability,
similar to methyl side-chain dynamics (23). Overall, aromatic S2 values tend to be
intermediate between backbone N-H (and Cα-Hα, as well as Cα-C') S2 values and methyl
S2axis values. Perhaps most interesting, τe values tend to cluster around one nanosecond
(Figure 2B). Because this is observed for aromatic τe/s values derived from both model 2 and
model 5, this appears not to result from model-specific bias. In addition, ~1 ns τe/s values
were observed for bond vectors with both low and high order parameters. Given that rapid
ring-flipping alone yields a theoretical S2 value of 0.44, these results suggest that the fast
motions captured in the majority of aromatic S2 values are not dominated by 180° ring
flipping, but rather are likely to arise from a variety of smaller torsional bond rotations. If
rapid ring-flips are a major contributor to the order parameter values (not including Y35 and
Y49), this would require the inverses of the ring flip rates to be poised at or slightly longer
than τm, which seems unlikely (see Results). To test the possibility that aromatic motions,
and particularly ring flipping, occurs on the µs-ms timescale, 13C CPMG-relaxation
dispersion experiments were also conducted; the dispersion curves observed were essentially
flat (data not shown), indicating minimal motion on this timescale. Also, there is no
evidence of line broadening in the aromatic spectrum. Therefore it is reasonable to deduce
that ring flipping is more likely occurring on the slow nanosecond to fast microsecond
timescale for most aromatic residues in eglin c.
One simple way to understand order parameter values is to correlate them with packing,
depth of burial, or solvent accessibility. For side chains, this has been primarily attempted
with methyl S2axis parameters, which typically show at best a weak correlation (23).
However, improvements have been achieved in some cases using additional
parameterization (60). Because aromatic groups are observed both in the core and on the
surface of eglin c, the correlation of aromatic S2 values with solvent accessible surface area
(SASA) was examined, as it seemed possible that a stronger correlation might exist for
aromatics vs. methyl groups. Utilizing the web-based software, GETAREA (61), we
determined SASA for the aromatic side chains of WT and V54A (the latter modeled by
RosettaDesign,(62)). A weak correlation is observed for aromatic residues, R2 = 0.39,
similar to R2 = 0.44 for methyl side chains (data not shown).
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A new set of “responders” to the V54A perturbation
The previously published response to the V54A mutation showed a contiguous ‘network’ of
methyl-bearing residues that rigidified in response to mutation (15). With the addition of
aromatic probes, the scope of the ps-ns response is expanded, which now more completely
agrees with the thermodynamic observations of Gribenko et al. (16). Specifically, the
absence of significant heat capacity change (or change in entropy) may be explained by the
increase in aromatic flexibility, which serves to offset the previously reported rigidification
of methyl-containing side chains. It is possible that additional, yet-to-be-observed changes in
side-chain dynamics (e.g. in hydrophilic side chains) may provide further damping of the
methyl rigidification. Nevertheless, there still appears to be a slight overall rigidification of
side-chain motions (Figure 4).
The overall dynamic response to V54A includes most of the hydrophobic core as one
contiguous response network. By contrast, the reactive site loop appears to be unaffected.
The rigidification now extends to Y32 and outward to the surface residues H65 and H68
(Figure 7). The cavity formed via mutation and the rigidification of neighboring residues
seems to allow the gain of flexibility exhibited by F25, which packs into the core, and
neighboring residues Y24 and H28. Aromatic residues sequentially adjacent to the mutation
also display increased flexibility at F55 and Y56 with Y56 showing a significant change in
τe. F35 and Y49 show increases in flexibility as well. Thus, the increase in aromatic
flexibility laterally flanks the rigidification response. The V54A mutation may result in
shifting of the balance of dynamic excursions between two complementary side chains.
Pocket of Stabilization/Rigidification in a Destabilized Mutant
Amide hydrogen exchange (HX) is often used as a measure of flexibility in proteins (63,64).
Both peripheral and core protein mutations have been shown to propagate responses to their
counterparts (core to the periphery (65) and periphery to the core (29)). This approach was
taken to supplement the fast dynamic response with changes in slower motions. Under EX2
conditions, exchange rates may also be interpreted as local stabilities (33,66). Changes in
local stabilities probed here by hydrogen exchange are indeed supportive of dynamic signal
transmission as reported by motions on a much slower timescale. Primarily, the core
mutation V54A results in local destabilization throughout much of the protein, in agreement
with reduced global stability. It should be mentioned, however, that some of these residues
are not exchanging through a global mechanism (see Results), hence reflecting slow native-
state (or near native-state) fluctuations. Remarkably, a cluster of residues incur a
stabilization in a peripheral region of the protein 10–12 Å away from mutation (Figures 5
and 7). Such significant clustering of slowed exchange, in the opposite direction of global
destabilization, has to our knowledge only been reported once before, in the protein Im7,
upon mutating I72 to valine (67). That study attributed the increase in local stability (in the
context of global destabilization) to a destabilization of a folding intermediate upon
mutation; this essentially “traps” hydrogen-bonded groups by making an “open” state less
accessible – a sort of rigidification. Destabilization of a folding intermediate seems less
likely in the present analysis, as eglin c is a homologue of CI2, the archetype of two-state
folding (51). Local stabilization is more likely to arise from 1) a compaction, or reduced
number of states, in the continuum of lowly populated, locally unfolded states or 2) a
decrease in frequency of fluctuations within the native state ensemble. Regardless of the
mechanism, these residues (T26, L27, and Y29) are experiencing a slowing of exchange
distal to the site of mutation, thus revealing energetic connectivity between the core residue
(V54) and the peripheral responders consistent with an overall regional “rigidification”.
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Co-localization of opposing dynamic responses on different timescales
From the various dynamics/flexibility data now available on WT- and V54A-eglin c, we
have observed a co-localization of opposing dynamic effects on different timescales. In what
follows, the terms “flexibility” and “rigidification” will be used to describe the ps-ns
timescale, and local “stabilization” and “destabilization” (referring to local free energies)
will be used to describe effects monitored by hydrogen exchange (and the slower motions
implicit therein). The structural regions experiencing significant changes in fast and slow
motions are highlighted on the structure of eglin c in Figure 7. Of particular note is that, in
response to mutation, the regions of decreased stability and side-chain flexibility map to the
same locale (Figure 7A). Moreover, the converse is largely true: the region that becomes
(curiously) significantly stabilized coincides with an increase in side-chain flexibility
(Figure 7B).
To more rigorously test the idea that opposing dynamic effects on different timescales co-
localize, we constructed a two-way contingency table (Table 2) and used a Fisher exact
test(44,45) to test for correlation. The null hypothesis is that these multi-timescale dynamic
events are strictly independent, the alternative hypothesis being that the events are in some
way related. The contingency table categorizes residues according to changes in stability
(rows) and flexibility (columns). For amides that showed significant stabilization (or
destabilization), any residues with heavy atoms within 3Å (approximate N-to-O distance in a
hydrogen bond) of either the amide nitrogen or corresponding oxygen (hydrogen bond
acceptor) were categorized according to their side-chain flexibility response: more flexible,
more rigid, or no change. There are two regions of destabilization and one region of
stabilization upon the V54A mutation (Figure 7). In essence, each entry in the contingency
table reflects the flexibility of a side chain that is in or adjacent to a given region of stability
change. Only “reporting” residues for which order parameters were available for both wild-
type and mutant were considered. For example, of the residues that gained stability upon
mutation, 3 nearby side chains became more flexible and 1 nearby side chain showed no
change. The resultant contingency table is shown in Table 2, with the observed number of
residues for each category. The values in parentheses were determined assuming the null
hypothesis (that changes in stability and flexibility are independent) is true. Because the
number of entries in the table are small, a Fisher exact test (see Experimental Procedures)
was used to calculate the p-value, determined to be 0.0246. Thus the null hypothesis is
rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis that stabilization (destabilization) co-localizes
with increases (decreases) in flexibility, in response to V54A mutation in eglin c.
Recently, it has been shown in the protein calmodulin, that changes in order parameters have
a linear relationship with conformational entropy upon binding (68). The co-localization of
opposing changes in local stability (slow dynamics) and changes in order parameters (fast
dynamics) seen here suggests the possibility of a similar conformational entropy term
contributing to local free energies measured by native hydrogen exchange. This assumes a
negligible change in local enthalpic contributions (minimal structural perturbation) for this
mutant, which is the case for the V54A mutant (15). Viewed somewhat differently, the co-
localization can be seen as evidence for linkage between fast and slow motions. Whether
this is entropy-driven or arises through other mechanisms is not presently clear. Future
experiments should bear out whether the co-localization observed here is generally true for
eglin c or unique to the V54A mutation. Interestingly, an anti-correlated relationship
between global stability and local rigidity was previously observed in pH studies of eglin c
(69).
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The fast (ps-ns) dynamic response of eglin c to the centrally located V54A mutation has
been expanded to include aromatic S2 and τe/s values obtained from 13C relaxation, which
was made highly convenient based on the 13C labeling scheme of Teilum et al. (1). The fast
dynamic response appears to fill out the majority of the globular region of the protein, but
not the reactive site loop, consistent with long-range perturbation based on the conservative,
local perturbation. To address slower events, amide hydrogen exchange was used to
determine local residue stabilities. Surprisingly, even though the V54A mutant is globally
destabilized by 1.5 kcal·mol−1, a pocket of residues showed increases in stability of up to 2
kcal·mol−1. This pocket co-localizes with a region of increased aromatic flexibility. The
general observation of co-localization of opposite dynamic effects on fast and slow
timescales points to a possible relationship between fast dynamic fluctuations and relatively
rare structural perturbations that lead to hydrogen exchange. This analysis was made
possible only after use of additional probes of motion on different timescales.
Abbreviations
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
HX Hydrogen Exchange
T1 spin-lattice relaxation time constant
T2 spin-spin relaxation time constant
NOE nuclear Overhauser effect
CSA chemical shift anisotropy
S2 Lipari-Szabo “model-free” generalized order parameter
Saxis2 axial model-free order parameter for methyl groups
τe Lipari-Szabo model-free effective correlation time
Rex Lipari-Szabo model-free chemical exchange term
τm correlation time for overall tumbling
HSQC heteronuclear single-quantum coherence
ΔGu free energy change associated with two-state unfolding events
GdnHCl guanidine hydrochloride
ΔGHX local free energy change determined via HX
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Figure 1. Reporters and responders of eglin c
The methyl-bearing residues that respond to the V54A mutation in eglin c are shown as a
contiguous slate surface(15). The site of mutation is shown in red. Those methyl residues
that were unobservable or exhibit no change are shown in gray. The “new” aromatic
reporters are shown in green. The circled region is the “aromatic corner” which completes
the hydrophobic core of the protein and was inaccessible in previous studies. The dashed
arrows indicate residues in the back of the structure as orientated. Figures in this paper were
rendered in PyMol (www.pymol.org) using a Rosetta Design(62) modeled V54A* structure
based on the X-ray structure of eglin c (1CSE)(70).
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Figure 2. Model-free parameters for aromatic side chains
Panel (A) Combined order parameters S2combined (S2combined = S2 or S2s × S2f) are plotted
for each aromatic side chain. An S2 order parameter value of one corresponds to a
completely rigid entity while an S2 value of zero implies isotropic sampling of all possible
orientations. (B) Internal correlation time constant τe/s, in nanoseconds, is plotted. Black
bars indicate WT values and gray bars indicate V54A values. Error bars indicate standard
errors, obtained from Monte Carlo simulations
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Figure 3. Reduced chi-square (χ2red =χ2/degrees of freedom (where degrees of freedom = # of
data points - # of fitted parameters -1)) values from model-free fits
χ2red values for individual fits of the model-free parameters to 13C relaxation data are plotted
for the 13 aromatic side chains. χ2red values were determined by comparing experimental T1,
T2, and {1H}-13C NOE data to back-calculated values. Residues W10 shows a poor fit in
V54A; therefore, we place little confidence in the value fit for this residue.
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Figure 4. Changes in ps-ns model-free order parameters
(A) Changes in S2 (or S2axis) upon V54A mutation. Changes shown in red are those methyl-
bearing residues reported as significant by Clarkson et al. Black denotes the site of mutation.
Changes highlighted in blue are aromatic residues that display significant change. Error bars
indicate propagated standard error.
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Figure 5. HX-determined local free energies and changes in local stabilities upon muation
Shown here are the HX-determined local stabilities for WT (Panel A), and V54A (Panel B).
The horizontal lines denote globally determined stability via fluorescence-monitored
GdnHCl melts. The secondary structure of eglin is displayed beneath the lower panel.
Differences in local stabilities(Panel C) are shown as ΔΔGHX (V54A-WT). Red bars
indicate destabilization (increased rate of exchange) and blue bars indicate stabilization
(slowed exchange).Black bars denotes the site of mutation.
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Figure 6. ps-ns Dynamic network of methyl-bearing and aromatic side chains
The response of methyl-bearing and aromatic residues is shown on the structure of V54A
eglin c. Level of response is denoted as a gradient from red (more flexible) to blue (more
rigid). Aromatic residues are labeled with black letters. Gray sticks indicate residues with no
significant response or residues with less reliable fits. Black denotes the site of the V54A
mutation
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Figure 7. Co-localization of significant motional changes on different timescales
(A) Residues that display a significant increase in rigidity on the ps-ns timescale are shown
as a contiguous van der Waals surface in slate. V63 an inferred member of the network is
shown in gray. Aromatic reporters are labeled in blue letters. Individual magenta surfaces
represent amide nitrogens and carbonyl oxygens that participate in hydrogen bonds in
regions where significant decreases (ΔΔGHX <−0.5 kcal·mol−1) in local stability are
observed. The corresponding nitrogens are labeled in magenta letters as well. Dotted arrows
indicate the labeled entity is located in the back of the structure as arranged. (B) Residues
that display significant increase in flexibility on the ps-ns timescale are shown as two
regions of contiguous van der Waals surfaces in red. Aromatic reporters are labeled in red
letters. Individual blue surfaces represent amide nitrogens and carbonyl oxygens that
participate in hydrogen bonds in regions where significant increases (ΔΔGHX >0.5
kcal·mol−1) in local stability are observed. The corresponding nitrogens are labeled in black
letters.
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Table 1
Selection of model-free parametersa
Residue Model (WT) model (V54A)
W10 (15Nε1-1H) 4 5
Y24 2 5
F25 5 5








H65 (13Cδ2-1H) 4 2
H68 (13Cδ2-1H) 4 4
a
Model 1: S2; model 2: S2, τe; model 3: S2; Rex, model 4: S2, τe, Rex; model 5: S2f, S2s, τs.
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Table 2
Contingency table showing co-localization of ps-ns flexibility and local stabilityc
More Flexible More Rigid No Change Total
Stabilizeda 3 (1.09) 0(2.00) 1(0.91) 4
Destabilizedb 3(4.91) 11(9.00) 4(4.09) 18
Total 6 11 5 22
a
Considered a significant stabilization if ΔΔGHX is greater than 0.5 kcal·mol−1
b
Considered a significant destabilization if ΔΔGHX is less than −0.5 kcal·mol−1
c
Numbers in the table are observed occurrences. Numbers in parentheses are expected occurrences calculated assuming independence between
phenomena. In instances where the expected values are small a Fisher Exact test is more robust in determining a p value (44,45). The Fisher exact
test gives a p-value of 0.0246 and a rejection of the null hypothesis, finding that theses occurrences are indeed correlated.
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